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“Honoring My Wife

and

Encouraging Accountability”

EMAW has been a incredibly impactful tool that has allowed me to work on my
personal life and walk with Christ which in turn has overflowed into the life of
my wife in a very positive way. Every week completing the lessons, questions,
verses and quiet times are the most effective way to build my knowledge and
relationship with my Father. Time spent in the word is time spent in the Lords
presence, a place where you can really listen and let Him speak to you. The
more you focus on Christ the more you start to focus on others. The more you
focus on others ( wife, family, friends, others) the more God starts to use you
as a disciple. This has really helped me to relate to my wife as well as make it a
big priority to love her the way the I am called to. I have learned more of what
it means to love my wife, honor and protect her as a precious treasure and gift
from God.
The most meaningful aspect of EMAW I would have to say is two part. The first
being all of what I have learned. The way that EMAW teaches how to have a
consistent daily quiet time, and daily chair time with the Lord. It has taught me
how to consistently be in the word, how to better love and treat my wife, and
become a better disciple of Christ. The second being the relationship,
fellowship, and accountability of the men in my group. They have been an
irreplaceable part of my life in the past several months. They have been a
source of encouragement, support, prayer, and accountability that had been
seriously lacking in my life prior to EMAW. They have become brothers that will
extend long after this initial group is over. They make me a better person and
provide great insight with many of the topics that we go through in the
material. Tony our leader has also been an amazing mentor that has done really
well showing his heart for Christ and showing us what it means to be a disciple.

He has also had a huge impact on my life simply being a phenomenal real life
example of what Lonnie talks about and relates in the material.
I would highly recommend EMAW to any man not matter where he is at in life.
Brand new Christian or seasoned disciple, this is an amazing course that can
and will change your life if you let it. However like most things in life it is what
you make it. This is not for someone looking to simply join a social group for
Christian discussion. For any man that is hungry for becoming a true follower of
God, and wants to improve his life, love his wife better and become a warrior
for Gods kingdom.

